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HOW TO VIEW THE STATUS OF YOUR PURCHASE ORDER via the JDE CAROUSEL 

 

In order to see the status of your Purchase Order: 

1. Confirm your Carousel is in view 

2. Process your Purchase Order 

3. View the status via Recent Reports 

To expose the Carousel, look for the small triangle icon located along the side of the screen, click it to 

open the Carousel. 

 

 

Once opened you will see three headings containing “Open Applications,” “Recent Reports,” and 

“Favorites.” 
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NOTE: if your Carousel is positioned along the top or bottom it will change the appearance by giving you 

file tabs and icons instead of headings and lists. 

 

 

You can display the list by clicking the “>” arrow in any of the headings.  You will need to perform this 

action in order to see the processing information. 

               

Once opened, you will see the previous jobs that you have run.  In my example I have run the Item 

Master process. 
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Continue on with your Purchase Order creation process. 

 

 

It is at this point in the PO process you will see a change in the Carousel.  In the image above, notice how 

the Carousel still displays last job I ran as the most recent (Top position). 

Two things to note here:  After I have searched for the Purchase Order, notice that in the Carousel a 

NEW Report appears, a “Custom Purchase Order Print” with the date and time.  Additionally, the icon 

(highlighted by a red box) is a blue color, while the other reports in the list are a green color. 

 

 

If you hover your cursor over– not a “click” - that new “blue” job you will see a dialog box pop-up with a 

status report.  You can see that this PO is still processing.  Green signifies the job is complete, Blue 

indicates JDE is still processing the request – Processing (P). 
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You will see a similar icon change using the Recent Reports dropdown from the top of the JDE window.  

One icon means it’s processing, another means the job/request is complete (Green checkmark). 

 

If you would like to check on the Purchase Order status, you can click the “refresh” button and obtain a 

processing update 

 

Once your Purchase Order has completed processing, you can continue on with purchasing process. 


